Which bone next?
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Politicians are wonderful, aren’t they? Two of the things we enjoy the most are the consistent
messages they send and the priorities they set.
Take education.
In the manic atmosphere of budget-slashing taking place in both Washington and Lansing,
education has been a prime target. In Michigan, aid to local schools has taken hit after hit after
hit over the last decade or so.
Local school districts that have had to repeatedly cut back their budgets are being told to cut
more. But after the fat has been rendered out and the muscle sliced away, you are left with
bones. Which bone shall we slice away next?

We can argue all day about the wisdom of cutting taxes vs. cutting government programs and
whether it’s cutting off your nose to spite your face. What isn’t in question is that America’s
public education system simply isn’t as robust and complete as it was a generation or two
ago—at a time when, we are told, our kids need the best education possible to make them
competitive in the 21st century with all those Indians and Japanese and Chinese and Koreans.
Yes, there are programs that government promotes to encourage local districts to make
improvements with the help of grants. But they are grant-driven, and after a few years the
grants dry up or eliminated in a new round of budget cuts.
The federal stance towards education is even more self-serving. Education reform is a flag to
fly during political campaigns. One party or the other takes up the cause of education with new
slogans. Race to the Top is the current one. Earlier, we had Improving America’s Schools. The
biggest program in recent years, of course, was No Child Left Behind, which placed new
burdens on local districts that were already struggling to handle budget cuts.
In a few years, after the politicians react in mock alarm to some new studies that show
American education to be lacking, you can bet there will be a new PR campaign, a new cause
and a new slogan the candidates will trumpet.
Here’s how silly it is. Recently, the satirical newspaper called The Onion reported a spoof news
story claiming that because of a major budget mix-up, legislators “inadvertently provided the
nation's public schools with enough funding and resources to properly educate students.”
Due to a clerical error, the spoof news story said, $80 billion earmarked for national defense
was accidentally sent to the Department of Education, “furnishing schools with the necessary
funds to buy new textbooks, offer more academic resources, hire better teachers, promote
student achievement and foster educational excellence—an oversight that apologetic officials
called a "huge mistake."
One politician even apologized to the American people. “The last thing we wanted was for
schools to upgrade their technology and lower student-to-teacher ratios in hopes of raising a
generation of well-educated, ambitious and skilled young Americans."
Yes, it is a phony news story, carried by a paper and website that only carries phony news
stories. It isn’t true. The story is just a joke.
But doesn’t that seem to be the politicians’ attitude towards educating the next generations of
Americans?
--Peter Nocerini
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